Image guidance in clinical practice - Influence of positioning inaccuracy on the dose distribution for prostate cancer.
In order to consider potential positioning errors there are different recipes for safety-margins for CTV-to-PTV expansion. The aim of this study is to simulate the effect of positioning inaccuracy with clinically realistic patient treatment plans. For a collective of 40 prostate patients, the isocenter was shifted back appropriately to the applied table shifts after positioning verification, simulating that no positioning correction had been performed and the treatment plans were recalculated. All the treatment fractions with the appropriate isocenter-shifts were added to yield a new plan considering two scenarios:Afterwards all plans were analysed and compared with each other regarding target coverage, sparing of organs at risk (OAR) and normal tissue complication probability (NTCP). Dose distributions and especially DVH show a deterioration of the target-coverage caused by the positioning inaccuracy. Deviations in dose at a single point can reach values of over 10 Gy. In single cases minimum plan agreement only achieved 66% pass within 3% local dose for the realistic case. Organs at risk and NTCP analysis result in a slightly better sparing of the rectum. Measures of quality like homogeneity and conformity differ just minimally regarding the different scenarios. PTV-coverage suffers markedly by the positioning uncertainties, the shifted plans are in large parts clinically not acceptable. Surprisingly sparing of the OAR is not negatively affected by potential positioning errors for this prostate collective.